
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE
002 $31.80 $33.01 $34.39 $35.81 $37.20 $38.60 $40.00 $41.43 $42.83 $44.24 $45.61 $46.27 $47.03 $47.03 $48.40 $49.82 $49.82 $50.92 $52.55 $52.55 $54.36 $54.36 $55.73 $55.73 $57.11 $57.11 $57.77 $57.77 $58.44 $59.02 $59.60

$/mth $5,512 $5,722 $5,961 $6,207 $6,448 $6,691 $6,933 $7,181 $7,424 $7,668 $7,906 $8,020 $8,152 $8,152 $8,389 $8,635 $8,635 $8,826 $9,109 $9,109 $9,422 $9,422 $9,660 $9,660 $9,899 $9,899 $10,013 $10,013 $10,130 $10,230 $10,331
$/yr $66,144 $68,661 $71,531 $74,485 $77,376 $80,288 $83,200 $86,174 $89,086 $92,019 $94,869 $96,242 $97,822 $97,822 $100,672 $103,626 $103,626 $105,914 $109,304 $109,304 $113,069 $113,069 $115,918 $115,918 $118,789 $118,789 $120,162 $120,162 $121,555 $122,762 $123,968
003 $34.23 $35.74 $37.26 $38.78 $40.32 $41.82 $43.37 $44.90 $46.41 $47.90 $49.46 $50.22 $50.97 $51.22 $51.46 $53.97 $54.51 $55.05 $55.59 $55.59 $57.18 $57.18 $58.03 $58.03 $59.19 $59.19 $60.37 $60.37 $61.58 $63.43 $0.00

$/mth $5,933 $6,195 $6,458 $6,722 $6,989 $7,249 $7,517 $7,783 $8,044 $8,303 $8,573 $8,705 $8,835 $8,878 $8,920 $9,355 $9,448 $9,542 $9,636 $9,636 $9,911 $9,911 $10,059 $10,059 $10,260 $10,260 $10,464 $10,464 $10,674 $10,995 $0
$/yr $71,198 $74,339 $77,501 $80,662 $83,866 $86,986 $90,210 $93,392 $96,533 $99,632 $102,877 $104,458 $106,018 $106,538 $107,037 $112,258 $113,381 $114,504 $115,627 $115,627 $118,934 $118,934 $120,702 $120,702 $123,115 $123,115 $125,570 $125,570 $128,086 $131,934 $0
004 $34.30 $35.51 $36.89 $38.31 $39.70 $41.10 $42.50 $43.93 $45.33 $46.74 $48.11 $48.77 $49.53 $49.53 $50.90 $52.32 $52.32 $53.42 $55.05 $55.05 $56.86 $56.86 $58.23 $58.23 $59.61 $59.61 $60.27 $60.27 $60.94 $61.52 $62.10

$/mth $5,945 $6,155 $6,394 $6,640 $6,881 $7,124 $7,367 $7,615 $7,857 $8,102 $8,339 $8,453 $8,585 $8,585 $8,823 $9,069 $9,069 $9,259 $9,542 $9,542 $9,856 $9,856 $10,093 $10,093 $10,332 $10,332 $10,447 $10,447 $10,563 $10,663 $10,764
$/yr $71,344 $73,861 $76,731 $79,685 $82,576 $85,488 $88,400 $91,374 $94,286 $97,219 $100,069 $101,442 $103,022 $103,022 $105,872 $108,826 $108,826 $111,114 $114,504 $114,504 $118,269 $118,269 $121,118 $121,118 $123,989 $123,989 $125,362 $125,362 $126,755 $127,962 $129,168
005 $36.80 $38.01 $39.39 $40.81 $42.20 $43.60 $45.00 $46.43 $47.83 $49.24 $50.61 $51.27 $52.03 $52.03 $53.40 $54.82 $54.82 $55.92 $57.55 $57.55 $59.36 $59.36 $60.73 $60.73 $62.11 $62.11 $62.77 $62.77 $63.44 $64.02 $64.60

$/mth $6,379 $6,588 $6,828 $7,074 $7,315 $7,557 $7,800 $8,048 $8,291 $8,535 $8,772 $8,887 $9,019 $9,019 $9,256 $9,502 $9,502 $9,693 $9,975 $9,975 $10,289 $10,289 $10,527 $10,527 $10,766 $10,766 $10,880 $10,880 $10,996 $11,097 $11,197
$/yr $76,544 $79,061 $81,931 $84,885 $87,776 $90,688 $93,600 $96,574 $99,486 $102,419 $105,269 $106,642 $108,222 $108,222 $111,072 $114,026 $114,026 $116,314 $119,704 $119,704 $123,469 $123,469 $126,318 $126,318 $129,189 $129,189 $130,562 $130,562 $131,955 $133,162 $134,368
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